
Event: 3A - Stampendous

Question Answer(s)

don't have the mini scoupe
You can use a spoon, or your fingers really, or shake 
from the jar… we can get you a scoop later in the mail.

is this preestamped?  i only have one that is stamped 
and my slim panel is blank

Yes the slim panel should have the sunflowers printed 
on it.

mine is not pre-stamped either :(  Not a problem, i'll just 
catch up on replay

mine is not pre-stamped either :(  Not a problem, i'll just 
catch up on replay

are we supposed to have 2 stamped sunflower panels?  I 
dont have anything with a pine cone

The panel for the card should be stamped. The gift card 
wallet panel might not be. Let me verify.

Can you please repeat the powder colors

Chunky White
Sparkle Puff (white with sparkles)
Silver Tinsel
Frozen Ice Tinsel
Winter Wonderland (white with silver)

Notes & tips from Laura Weed in the chat section: 

Fran uses Prismacolor Pencils
Pumpkin Spice - orange one
Aged Spice kind of red
Seasonings is multiple metallic and black color
no ink or glue…just sprinkle on andwe will heat from 
underneath
try sprinkling very lightly..you can always add more.
Great Michele… the panel for the sunflowers is 3-3/4” X 
8-1/4”
Darker card is Goldenrod. Lighter is Tuscan Sun.
Our kraft paper is Desert Storm from Neenah
And, again, Prismacolor Pencils
Chunky white has a much larger granulation.
Using Sparkle Puff and VersaMarker now on brims of 
hats, muffs, pom poms on gnomes
Use the brush to push the powder off faces, mittens, 
etc…
You want a good thick layer of Sparkle Puff… I often do it 
twice to get max-puff. :)

Individual jar item numbers
FREG021 Chunky White
EP525 Sparkle Puff (white with sparkles)
TP101 Silver Tinsel
TP617 Frozen Ice Tinsel
EP171 Winter Wonderland (white with silver)

Session Q&A
TheCollinsGroup Virtual Retailer Symposium



Do the small jars come un-marked like in our package? You can buy the empty jars? is that what you mean?


